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Week 6:

Homework 4 due Friday, February

Today: Normal approximation of Bin(n,p)

Next: ASV 4.2-4.3
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"This section is among the most significant ones 
in the text, and one whose message should stay 
with you long after reading this book. The idea 
here is foundational to just all human activity…"

Introduction to Probability D. Anderson, T. Seppäläinen, B. Valkó



The message :

If we have independent and identically distributed

random variables Xix
2....

Xn with

ECXi )M, Yar ( X, )=82, then for any
acb

limnix PfXitXet-ob )-Şê*dt
=9 (

b)-
a(a)

CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM

Today :X .-Ber(p); Last lecture : general case



CLT for Bernoulli distribution Capproximation of Bin)
If Xiv Ber

(p)

are independent , then Xit .-+Xn~ BinCnip)
ECX

.)

=,
Var
( X.) =

CLT for Bernoulli distribution :

Let Sn
~Bin(hip),

let acb. Then

We can rewrite (
x) using Sn:=



CLT
,

approximation of Binomial distribution
some numerics
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Normal approximation. 3- sigma rule

We use the approximation of Bin Chip
)

by the normal

distribution if

In this case we can take

Plas up=b)
=
Q

(b)-9(a)

In particular , in this case

PLISn -npl )-91ı-9511=29cıt1068

PCISn -npla )
zaç)-acŞz29c7ıı095

PlISn -mpl )9
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CLT
. Examples

Flipping a fair coin 10000 times

X = number of tails

Find Capproximately
)

P(49504X =5050)

X ~ Bin (10000, I
),

E
(X)

=

o(X ) =

P
(

4950 4X :5050) =



CLT
. Examples

You win $ with probability to , lose $1 with prob.10

Approximate the probability that you lost a
100$

aftero 0
games

.

Denote by X the number of wins aftero0games

X 2 Bin (400,2
o). n.p.C-p)=

Total winnings after 400 games:

We have to compute

PCX-1400-x]7-100)-



Law of Large Numbers

Let X
1X2....

In be independent and identically
distributed

,

and let ECXI -MEIR. Then

for any aso

In particular , for Xi-Ber(P)



Example



summary
CLT for Bernoulli distribution :

Let Sn~Bin
(hip),

let acb. Then

For the average Sn
:= Sa

LLN for Bernoulli



Confidence intervals
.

Motivation

Consider n independent trials
,

success rate p lunknown)

Sn = number of successes after n trials Snv B Chip
)

in

By the LLN Sñxpinia

Ifn is big , then is close to

observable
,

estimate of p

Usually we do not know
p .
but we can get a

realization of(
flipping

a coin ) for finite n.

What can we say
about p?



Confidence intervals
. Set-up

Denote P
.a

and use the CLT for the interval 5-
a,

a
)

PfarpcrplTn =
P-PE-

aVptrpsM)= zaca)-1

pflp
-pls-ra")

Questions:

1) For fixed n
,

find Es0 such that PCIP -plaE)2r

2) For fixed E
,

find NEN such that PCIP -PIE)ar



Confidence intervals

plpelptçlptç ]]zy

Notice that p is a random variable
,

so the interval is

random

Take some realization of

Then ( P+-E, Pxte) is the



confidence intervals
. Computations

problem: To find an estimate piwe
useof

plip-Ple-
arpsrp
M fzqlal-1 =: r,

for which E depends on cunknown
) p.

solution
:

notice that

PClp
-plar

urpJar
and thef -confidence interval can be taken as

Cp
-E,ptE3

with Do

ko


